Postural stability in standing balance results from the mechanics of body dynamics as well as active neural feedback control processes. Even when an animal or human has multiple legs on the ground, active neural regulation of balance is required. When the postural configuration, or stance, changes, such as when the feet are placed further apart, the mechanical stability of the organism changes, but the degree to which this alters the demands on neural feedback control for postural stability is unknown. We developed a robotic system that mimics the neuromechanical postural control system of a cat in response to lateral perturbations. This simple robotic system allows us to study the interactions between various parameters that contribute to postural stability and cannot be independently varied in biological systems. The robot is a 'planar', two-legged device that maintains compliant balance control in a variety of stance widths when subject to perturbations of the support surface, and in this sense reveals principles of lateral balance control that are also applicable to bipeds. Here we demonstrate that independent variations in either stance width or delayed neural feedback gains can have profound and often surprisingly detrimental effects on the postural stability of the system. Moreover, we show through experimentation and analysis that changing stance width alters fundamental mechanical relationships important in standing balance control and requires a coordinated adjustment of delayed feedback control to maintain postural stability.
Introduction
When considering medial-lateral balance control, people generally experience increased stability and ease of control when they increase the distance between the feet, or stance width. For example, people often widen their stance when standing on a moving train to avoid falling. Presumably, the medial-lateral stability of the body increases with a wider stance. Accordingly, when stance width is increased, muscle activation levels are shown to decrease in response to translational perturbations of the support surface in the horizontal plane (Torres-Oviedo et al 2006 , Henry et al 2001 . These observations demonstrate the dependence of the overall system behavior on both configuration-dependent musculoskeletal mechanics and the active muscular responses evoked by a perturbation through neural feedback control (Dunbar et al 1986, Horak and Macpherson 1996) .
However, the specific contributions and interactions between the mechanical and neural systems to postural response behaviors are not well understood. The decreased muscle responses at wide stance widths suggest that the magnitude of active neural feedback control decreases, but it is not clear how these changes are quantitatively related to configuration-dependent changes in the dynamics of the musculoskeletal system. Intuitively, mechanical stability increases with stance width, but do the associated neuralcontrol requirements also change? Since these factors covary during normal postural behaviors, it is difficult to study the independent contributions of the neural and mechanical systems to postural behaviors in an animal system.
We are interested explicitly in the contributions of and interactions between neural feedback control and mechanical dynamics during standing balance. Postural stability results from both the active neural responses of the postural controller and the mechanical dynamics of the musculoskeletal system. We hypothesize that, in order to maintain postural stability, changes in either musculoskeletal mechanics or neural feedback control necessitates concurrent changes in the other. We developed a simple robotic system to explicitly decouple these neuromechanical interactions that naturally occur in an organism, allowing us to characterize and quantify the neuromechanical relationships that give rise to postural stability. The system was developed to mimic the motion of a cat subjected to lateral-displacement perturbations to the support surface (Macpherson 1988b ). Changes to the mechanical dynamics were induced by changing the stance width of the robot. Changes to delayed neural feedback control gains were introduced through the real-time control of the motor torques.
The system design was based on established models of postural dynamics and control in frontal-plane (medio-lateral) motion (Day et al 1993 , Gage et al 2004 , Prince et al 1995 , Rietdyk et al 1999 , Winter et al 1996 . The robot's two legs can represent frontal-plane motion in bipedal humans as well as quadrupedal cats. In simulations of frontal-plane postural control, abduction and adduction torques applied at the hips have been shown to generate corrective responses to postural perturbations (Winter et al 1996) . To mimic these responses, we implemented a delayed neural feedback controller similar to those previously used to describe postural control in both humans and animals (Lockhart and Ting 2007 , Ishida et al 1997 , Kuo 1995 , Kiemel et al 2002 , Park et al 2004 , van der Kooij et al 1999 . Corrective hip-joint torques were generated in proportion to hip-joint displacement and velocity. We implemented two parallel feedback loops: one with a longlatency time delay to mimic neural feedback control from sensory inputs, and the other with zero delay to mimic the instantaneous effects of the intrinsic properties of muscle and connective tissue (Peterka 2002) . While current models of standing posture range in complexity from the most detailed models, which take into account multiple sensory systems including visual, vestibular, proprioceptive and tactile inputs (Jo and Massaquoi 2004 , van der Kooij et al 1999 , Peterka 2002 , we used a simple sensory input model with a single feedback loop (Barin 1989 , Morasso and Schieppati 1999 , Rietdyk et al 1999 , Park et al 2004 .
In this paper, we first describe the design, function and initial testing of the robot to evaluate its utility in studying standing balance. We then detail our investigation and analysis of the neuromechanical interactions between stance width and feedback gains in the control of standing balance and determine a function describing the necessary interactions between stance width and delayed feedback gains to maintain postural stability.
System design
The robot, Floppy, was designed to mimic the motion of a cat subjected to lateral perturbation and enables postural stability to be altered through modulation feedback gains, stance width and intrinsic muscle properties. We first describe the physical system design, including robot mechanics and the test platform used to deliver support-surface perturbations. We then describe the real-time control implementation and algorithms used to generate the simulated neural feedback responses, the intrinsic muscle stiffness, as well as compensation for nonphysiological characteristics of the robotic implementation. These characteristics include friction and transmission losses in the motor and drive train.
Robot mechanics
The robot is a three-segment device with a rigid lumped mass equivalent to that of a cat torso and two rigid legs ( figure 1(A) ). Stance width can be varied by placing the robot on a flat surface with the legs at different angles. When the feet remain in contact with the ground and do not slip, the resulting configuration is a four-bar linkage. Each of the two hip joints has one rotational degree of freedom and is independently driven by a coreless dc micromotor (Faulhaber 2342-024CR) through a timing belt and pulley (SDP-SI MXL) with a 12:1 drive ratio ( figure 1(B) ). Although the direct drive of each leg would minimize transmission losses and rotational inertia, this design would be impractical, requiring a larger motor, which would not fit within the desired design envelope and which would be damaged by the desired 90
• working angle of the leg. The selected transmission system adds minimal weight, provides high transmission efficiency through a onestage design and enables the use of the smaller motor that operates through multiple revolutions.
The robot was designed to have size and weight characteristics similar to a cat. The distance between the hip joints and the height of the robot were sized to match the pelvis width and leg length of a small house cat. Structural components were designed to minimize the mass. However, additional brass components were added to give the system a final mass of 2 kg, about half the weight of a standard cat and representing either the front or rear portion of the cat. To give the robot stability in the sagittal plane and to provide room to house the motors inside the body, the legs were designed with a depth of 65 mm ( figure 1(B) ).
As a freestanding device, the robot is unrestrained and the feet are free to slip or 'step' under perturbation. To provide friction and model the compliance of the foot-ground contact, the ends of the legs were covered with silicone foam To implement a device with this mechanical configuration, we designed a robot with a torso and two legs that are independently driven by coreless dc motors through a timing belt/pulley transmission system. Using this transmission system enabled the production of the required torque from small motors while maintaining the low mechanical impedance that facilitates 'floppy' legs. Position feedback for each hip joint is obtained via rotary encoders coupled to the motors. Additional weights were added to achieve cat dimensions. The final version of Floppy is shown in frame D. (McMaster-Carr 86235K132). Like cat paws, this compliance provides a small amount of shear compliance (>1 mm) and absorbs some of the impact of a step, eliminating bounce and aiding in the maintenance of traction. The surface of the platform was also covered with a 1.6 mm layer of silicone rubber to increase friction between the feet and the support surface. The final implementation of Floppy is shown in figures 1(C) and (D), and the model dimensions and inertias are shown and listed in figure 1 and table 1, respectively. To maintain the simplicity of the system and to avoid the requirement of onboard computation and energy storage, the robot is electrically interfaced to a host computer through custom interface boards and a single suspended ribbon cable. The ribbon cable minimally affects the dynamics of the robot response. This interface cable provides current to the motors and joint-position feedback to the controller. Joint position is measured using an optical rotary encoder attached directly to the motor. Working through the drive transmission, the encoders give a final joint resolution of 0.007 radians. The drive motor for each leg is controlled by a PWM current driver (Advanced Motion Controls Z6A6DDC). The current drivers are used because the objective of the controller is to specify the torque applied to each joint, and in dc motor operation, torque is proportional to current.
Robot control
The controller we use has two feedback processes: a delayed active loop to simulate neural processing and control, and a non-delayed intrinsic component to simulate activationdependent muscle properties (Ishida et al 1997 , Kuo 1995 , Kiemel et al 2002 , Park et al 2004 , van der Kooij et al 1999 . The long-latency active component of the response is modeled as a feedback loop of joint acceleration, position and velocity, with a lumped time delay that models the neural transmission and processing delays associated with postural responses to perturbation (Welch and Ting 2008 , Lockhart and Ting 2007 , Horak and Macpherson 1996 . Feedback control utilizing hip angular displacement, velocity and acceleration is used to generate corrective hip-joint torques (figure 2). The instantaneous intrinsic component of the feedback loop is modeled as a variable viscoelastic component at the joint (figure 2), representing the mechanical properties of a muscle with a stretch-reflex response, which has been shown to enhance the muscle stiffness at timescales shorter than the postural response delay (Nichols and Houk 1976 , HuyghuesDespointes et al 2003a , 2003b . The viscoelastic components are variable parameters because the elastic modulus of a muscle varies with the muscle tension (Joyce and Rack 1969, Huyghues-Despointes et al 2003a) and can be voluntarily regulated by changing muscle activation patterns (Bunderson et al 2008 , Hogan 1984 . With the active and intrinsic components acting independently, the postural controller is similar to the parallel cascade model of postural response (Kearney et al 1997 , Mirbagheri et al 2000 .
To minimize the effects of viscous mechanical losses in the robotic mechanisms, we also implemented a feedback Figure 2 . Feedback control schematic. To achieve independently variable active and intrinsic responses, we used parallel feedback loops. The intrinsic response can be described as an instantaneous linear pathway with elastic and viscous properties due to muscle and reflex properties. The active response can be described as a delayed pathway with elastic, viscous and inertial elements. A third feedback compensation component was added to compensate for the mechanical losses of the drive system. compensation loop that operated in parallel to the active and intrinsic feedback loop (figure 2). This control component is a positive feedback gain term that was tuned experimentally to reduce damping in the free-swinging leg. This compensation helps ensure that the dynamic responses of the system are not simple artifacts of the dynamics of the motor and transmission. For example, when the compensation system is not active, the motors themselves have enough friction and damping to stabilize leg motion without any need for feedback control. With a compensation term in the feedback loop (figure 2), the legs of the robot are compliant, or 'floppy', like a biological system, thus giving rise to its name, and it requires feedback control to stand up and to maintain balance following perturbations.
The postural controller was implemented using a Simulink TM (MathWorks Inc.) model running on a dSPACE DS1103 real-time processor running at 5 kHz (dSPACE Inc.). A custom MATLAB user interface allows the feedback gains to be varied in the robot, controls the perturbation delivered by the platform (described below) and allows automated data collection for parameter variation studies.
Platform
We developed a motion platform to apply the lateral supportsurface perturbations similar to those used in human and cat experiments (Macpherson et al 1987 , Torres-Oviedo et al 2006 , Horak et al 2005 , Henry et al 1998 , Brown et al 2001 . We created a single-axis motion platform that delivers velocity step perturbations for a specified distance. The displacement platform is a 25 × 15 cm surface. The platform rides on two linear rails and four Rulon TM -coated linear bearings and is driven by two dc micro-motors with a custom PWM motor driver in velocity mode through a 9.7 mm pitch diameter pulley and a timing belt. The system is capable of accelerating the robot mass at 600 cm s −2 with a peak velocity of more than 100 cm s −1 and a maximum platform displacement magnitude of 32 cm. Platform control is implemented as an independent component of the Simulink TM model. Its control is not directly tied to the control of the robot except for the shared computational resources. The platform is operated under high gain PID feedback control.
Validation
To validate the robot as a model of standing balance, we compared the motion of the robot subjected to a lateral displacement perturbation to the motion of a cat subjected to a similar perturbation. We also evaluated the efficacy of our of feedback compensation by comparing the motion of the robot to the dynamics of a simulation. The computational model was based on the physical parameters of the device. The equations of motion were developed in Autolev TM and the simulations were run in the C programming environment. The results of these simulations assisted in the evaluation of responses over the range of control experimental parameters.
To find the nominal feedback gains for our robot and mimic the postural response of the cat, we compared the robot's responses to perturbation to those of a cat. To make this comparison, we first replicated the stance of and the perturbation applied to the cat. We then empirically tuned the feedback gains until the kinematic response of the robot resembled the kinematic response of the cat. The perturbation magnitude and the responses of the cat were obtained from previously performed lateral perturbation trials (Macpherson 1988a (Macpherson , 1994 . The perturbations had a velocity and magnitude of 15 cm s −1 for 4.0 cm, respectively. After validating the system, we conducted a series of tests to demonstrate that the dynamic characteristics of the postural response to perturbation could be dramatically altered by changes in the control parameters (feedback gain and delay) as well as changes in mechanical configuration (stance width). These results demonstrate that biologically relevant, compliant postural stability cannot be solely attributed to either the feedback controller or mechanical configuration alone.
We demonstrated the dependence of the postural response on both stance and feedback gain parameters by applying lateral perturbations to the standing robot while independently varying stance width and feedback gains. In each series of trials the postural performance of the system was compared to its performance while using a reference set of variables. The perturbations of the 20 cm s −1 displacement magnitude for a 100 ms duration were applied. These perturbations were challenging enough to make the system fall if a response was inappropriate.
The response of the robot was evaluated by measuring the motion of the center of mass (CoM) following perturbation. The robot is a one-degree-of-freedom system and the motion of the CoM represents the overall dynamic response of the system. However, the CoM position is not a directly measured variable. Instead, because of the geometric constraints of the system, the stance width (SW) and CoM displacement relative to the perturbation platform (X CoM ) are calculated from the independent leg angles (θ 1 and θ 2 ), leg length (L), pelvis width (P) and vertical position of the CoM (H):
(1)
Results
Results from our validation tests show that the compensated robot is capable of mimicking the response of a cat and exhibiting a range of responses through variation of either stance width or feedback gain. This section details the results of each of the validation procedures listed in section 3. These results include calibration of the compensation parameter, mimicry of the cat response, descriptions of the dynamic effects and interactions between stance width and feedback gain variations.
System calibration
As described in section 2.2, the compensation feedback loop reduced the effects of viscous damping due to the motor and belt transmission of the robot. When mounted horizontally to negate the influence of gravity on the motion of the leg, leg velocity decreases steadily when given an initial angular velocity, coming to rest or reaching the limit of rotation (figure 3(A), dashed lines). After compensation, the leg maintained the near-constant angular velocity throughout the full range of motion (figure 3(A), solid lines). Careful consideration was taken to obtain a parameter that minimized velocity loss for both legs without any increase in velocity, which might destabilize the system. In the final tuning, the compensation parameter was established with the coefficient of 0.004 N m s rad −1 . The performance of the robot and the effects of compensation on response dynamics were further evaluated by comparing the response kinematics of the robot to the response kinematics resulting from an idealized, frictionless simulation. Under most conditions, the compensation does not greatly alter the response of the system ( figure 3(B) ), and the simulated and robot responses are similar with or without compensation. However, under certain test conditions where the simulation oscillated unstably, only the robot with feedback compensation was unstable, whereas the response without compensation was stable with damped oscillation ( figure 3(B) , dark traces). These results indicate that without compensation, the motors provide a non-physiological source of stability. Another benefit of having a quantifiable measure of compensation is that it provides a reasonable estimate of the difference between the simulation and the robot characteristics.
We identified four types of responses to postural perturbation, which could all be achieved through independent variation of either stance width or feedback gains (figure 4). The unstable insufficient response occurs when the robot does not return toward the center position and falls over as a result of the perturbation ( figure 4(A) ). The stable damped response is the most ideal response, enabling a quick recovery from the perturbation with a critically damped or over-damped response ( figure 4(B) ). The stable oscillatory response also generates a sufficient response to recover from the perturbation, but has an under-damped behavior with a short period of oscillation ( figure 4(C) ). In an unstable oscillatory response, the system persistently overshoots the center position in its recovery attempt, resulting in oscillations that increase in magnitude until the system falls over or jumps off the platform ( figure 4(D) ). These responses can be described in control terminology as negatively damped (positive velocity feedback).
Mimicking the cat response
The kinematics of a cat subjected to lateral displacement perturbations of the support surface can be modeled as a fourbar linkage ( figure 5(A) ). Experimental data (Torres-Oviedo et al 2006) demonstrate that CoM motion is primarily in the frontal plane and closely follows the medial-lateral (M/L) perturbation ( figure 5(B) ). Motions in the anterior-posterior (A/P) direction may occur later in the trial, but are unrelated to the perturbation direction (figure 5(C)). Consistent with a four-bar linkage model, the foot displacement is minimal and the overall limb length is relatively constant throughout the postural response (figures 5(D) and (E)). Moreover, the anterior and posterior portions of the cat's body displace together during lateral perturbations; therefore, the motion of a single pair of limbs can represent the response of the entire body, making it equivalent to a biped. Using various combinations of active and intrinsic feedback gains, we were able to mimic the dynamic response of a cat subjected to displacement perturbation ( figure 5(B) ). The robot was set at a 3
• stance angle to match the preferred stance of the cats and then subjected to a perturbation similar to the one used in the cats. The robot mimicked the dynamic qualities of the cat's motion using gain magnitudes that ranged from 0.4 to 0.6 N m rad . The results of these trials show that both the cat and the robot responses can be described as a damped motion without a return to the center starting position. The results further show that the cat and the robot generate a range of responses that may smoothly approach a final position or overshoot the final position before coming to rest following the perturbation. Figure 6 . Variation of response dynamics with changing parameters. (A) Increasing stance width decreases the magnitude of the initial displacement. However the increasing stance width also increases the oscillations of the response indicating that the system may be approaching the limits of stability before exhibiting wild oscillations. (B) A uniform increase in feedback gains increases the speed of the postural response. This is shown by a faster return toward the center position and increased oscillations. The increasing gain also decreases the magnitude of the initial excursion. However, the decrease in the initial excursion is limited and eventually reaches a minimum excursion magnitude. (C) Feedback delay has a destabilizing effect on the dynamics of the system. With an increased delay, the initial excursion increases and the responses develop more overshoot during their return to the center. As the delay is further increased, the responses eventually become unstable. 
Dynamic effects of varying delayed feedback control and stance width
To evaluate the change in response dynamics that occurs with variations of stance width and feedback gain, we established a nominal response to perturbation and assessed the change relative to the nominal response. The parameters for the nominal response were selected to represent the 'middle of all parameters' and are listed in table 2. The kinematic response arising from this nominal set of parameters is shown as the thick trace in the center of each trial series shown in figure 6 . Increasing the stance width while holding the feedback gains constant at the nominal values resulted in a stiffer, more oscillatory system ( figure 6(A) ). Peak CoM excursion decreased linearly with increased stance width, which might be interpreted as increased stability. However, response oscillations also increased with stance width indicating that the system may be on the verge of instability. As the stance width was reduced, the initial displacement increased and the oscillations in the response decreased. At the narrowest stance of 3
• , the robot did not return toward the center position and fell over as a result of perturbation (figure 6(A), blue trace). These results suggest that variations of stance width do not simply alter the magnitude of the response, but they affect the dynamic characteristics of the response as well.
The variations of responses that we observed under changing stance widths were also observed under changing magnitudes of the feedback gain. The feedback gains are the control variables that are used in the generation of the torque responses to perturbations (figure 2). We varied displacement and velocity feedback gains ( a g p and a g v ) as functions of a single scaling parameter (G collective ). Scaling gains by this single parameter maintained a constant 10:1 ratio between displacement and velocity feedback. As G collective was increased, the speed of the postural responses increased, with a faster return to the center position ( figure 6(B) ). These responses were similar to the ones observed under increasing stance width. As the feedback gain was increased from a low magnitude, responses became stronger with faster returns to the center position and increasing oscillations. As with the responses under varying stance width, the robot does not return toward the center position and falls over under the lowest gain and oscillates wildly and falls over under the highest gain.
A major difference between the varying stance width responses and the varying gain responses was that increasing gain did not reduce the initial excursion magnitude as much as the increasing stance width (figures 6(A) and (B)). However, we observed that for both series of trials (stance width variation and gain variation), an inflection point consistently occurred at t ≈ 30 ms. We hypothesized that the magnitude of the excursion may be more influenced by the feedback delay than by the magnitude of the gains. Therefore, we also examined the effects of varying the duration of the feedback delay on postural performance.
We found that the delay has a destabilizing effect on the postural response and may limit the range of the stable gain magnitude observed in the earlier trials ( figure 6(C) ). With no feedback delay, the system exhibits a stable over damped response (figure 8(A), blue trace). As the feedback delay was increased, initial excursion increased and the system became less damped with increasing overshoot in the response ( figure 6(C) ). With a feedback delay of 45 ms, the response overshoot increased and had a magnitude that was approximately equal to the peak initial displacement. With a feedback delay of 60 ms, the system had the highest peak initial displacement magnitude and became rapidly unstable. Evaluation of postural response trends shows that response stiffness increases with increasing stance width. Close inspection of the stiffness trends also shows that the stiffness increase (slope) is stance change dependent and feedback gain independent. (B) Shifting the individual stiffness curves reveals the gain-independent change in stiffness that occurs across the stance range. This stiffness curve is also calculated by averaging the independent slopes and extrapolating a single curve from those averages (gray curve). (C) Evaluating the mechanical system we determined that two important mechanical relations change under the stance width variation, effective inertia and the displacement ratio between the leg angle and CoM displacement. These two relations combine as the mechanical leverage variation of stance width changes.
Interactions between delayed feedback control and stance width for postural control
Because postural response dynamics varied so dramatically when stance width was varied, but feedback gains were held constant, we sought to derive a function by which the delayed feedback gains should be modulated as a function of stance width to produce consistent postural control over a wide range of stance widths. To this end, we derived the stance width adjustment of gain (SWAG) function, which allows us to identify important characteristics of the system contributing to changing postural stability at different stance widths. We then applied the function to the robot to test its efficacy in modulating feedback gains to maintain a consistent postural response at a range of stance widths.
In order to derive the SWAG function, we first quantified the effective stiffness of the overall postural response dynamics of the simulated system at a range of stance widths and feedback gains by fitting the CoM displacement trajectory to a second-order system. In simulations, as in the robot, the same delayed feedback gains applied to different stance widths cause a wide variation in postural response dynamics ( figure 7(A) ). Under constant feedback gains, the effective stiffness of the postural responses increased with increased stance width (figure 8(A), solid lines). Because each stance width required different feedback gains for stability, each feedback gain was tested across few configurations where stable responses were achieved (figure 8(A), each colored line represents the constant gain). Thus, at each configuration, multiple feedback gains were also tested.
We then generated a curve that demonstrates the change in effective stiffness that would occur with variations in stance width if a single set of gains could produce stable responses across the full range of stance widths ( figure 8(B) ). At a given stance width, the change in effective stiffness for an increment change in stance width was the same regardless of the feedback gain value ( figure 8(A) , compare slopes). Therefore, the change in stiffness does not depend upon the magnitude of the feedback gains. These constant slopes, or the rate change of stiffness with stance width, were used to project the effects of the stance width variation across the full range of stance widths for a given feedback gain. This projection can be illustrated by shifting each curve in figure 8(A) so that the end points lie on top of each other and produce a single curve ( figure 8(B) , multicolor curves). The same result was found by extrapolating effective stiffness based on the average slope at each stance width ( figure 8(B) , grey curve). In each case, the resulting stiffness was normalized by the effective stiffness at a 6
• stance. Mechanical analysis of the four-bar-linkage structure revealed two relationships that are important to the control of standing posture when stance width varies. First, the inverse of the effective inertia determines the magnitude of the hip torque required to produce a desired acceleration of the CoM. As stance width increases, effective inertia decreases and its inverse increases, so the CoM accelerates faster for a given torque applied at the hip (figure 8(C), green curve). Secondly, the ratio between the change in the leg angle and change in the CoM displacement affects the amount of hip torque that is applied by the feedback rule for a given perturbation to the CoM. As stance width increases, the more the leg angle changes for a given displacement of the CoM (figure 8(C), blue curve). As a result, for the same amplitude of the CoM displacement, greater torques are generated in a wide stance compared to a narrow stance when the same feedback gains are used (figure 8(C), blue curve). The overall changes in the effective stiffness of the system due to changing the mechanics of the system, which we call mechanical leverage gain (figure 8(C), red curve), can be found by multiplying the effects of the effective inverse inertia and the displacement gain. Although the combined effect of these two stancedependent relationships generates higher hip torques and accelerates the CoM more for a given torque applied in a wide stance compared to a narrow stance, the effects of mechanical leverage alone were insufficient to account for the large increases in stiffness actually measured in our system (compare figures 8(B) and (C)).
The additional changes in the effective stiffness measured in our system could be accounted for by considering the effects of the time delay in the feedback look in addition to the mechanical leverage gain. The effect of the time delay can be explained through an analogy to a mass-spring-damper system ( figure 9(A) ), where the effective stiffness with no feedback delay matches that predicted through mechanical considerations alone. However, with a 30 ms feedback delay ( figure 9(B) ), the effective stiffness increases to a value greater than that of the mechanical system with no delay and increases in a manner analogous to that in our postural model (figure 9(C)). Therefore, the observed increase in stiffness is due to the combined effect of mechanical leverage and the time delay in the feedback loop.
Finally, we needed to consider the variations in the CoM position at a given stance width to compute the SWAG function. The mechanical leverage values shown in figure 9 were computed for initial CoM positions that were centered between the two legs. However, during a perturbation response, the robot does not remain in that position and mechanical leverage varies slightly with lateral displacement from the upright position. Therefore, we used displacement magnitudes of 80% of the maximum possible CoM displacement for each stance width to compute the effects of mechanical leverage gain and delay. From these computations, we generated the SWAG function, which provides a multiplicative factor at each stance width to modify feedback gains so that consistent postural responses can be achieved at all stance widths (figure 10).
When adjusted by the SWAG function, the temporal dynamics of the postural responses were similar across all stance widths, in both the simulation and robot (figures 7(B) and (C)). When using the SWAG function to adjust gains when Figure 10 . In its final implementation, the SWAG function is similar to the inverse of mechanical leverage; however it is due to the variation of mechanical leverage under displacement in a time-delayed system. This effect is most pronounced in wide stances where mechanical leverage varies considerably under the CoM displacement.
changing stance width, the range of postural responses in the simulation and robot that were highly divergent (figures 6(A) and 7(A)) had the same oscillation frequency and settling times, although the peak overshoot still varied with stance width. The only exception was in the narrowest stance in which the robot fell over under perturbation (figure 7(C)).
Discussion
The robotic system, Floppy, was developed to study the coordinated contributions of postural mechanics and compliant delayed feedback control to the stability of standing balance. We verified that Floppy is capable of generating postural responses that closely resemble the responses of a cat. Surprisingly, modulating the feedback gain or stance configuration can invoke similar alterations in the dynamic system response in a delayed-feedback system for balance control. For example, increasing stance width while holding the feedback gain constant has the effect of increasing the stiffness of the system as shown by faster responses with more oscillations. Similarly, independently increasing feedback gain at a given stance width also increases the stiffness of the system resulting in faster, more oscillatory responses. The similarity of these effects on system stiffness suggests that the dynamics of the postural response are linked to both parameters and that performance characteristics can be maintained through coordinated alteration of both parameters.
Our results demonstrate that achieving consistent postural response dynamics is dependent on coordinating the delayed feedback gains to the standing postural configuration. This linked effect emphasizes importance of coordinated comodulation of stance width and feedback gain for postural stability. Furthermore we show that changes in stance width can be coordinated with a change in feedback gains according to our SWAG function, to produce in a system that has similar dynamic responses across different stance widths. The SWAG function has direct implications to the implementation of robotic systems in which postural control is desired, facilitating the modification of feedback gains as a function of stance width. Additionally, our analyses have demonstrated regions of instability-which must be avoided in such implementations-that results from certain combinations of gain and stance width, which are amplified by the presence of feedback delays.
The results of this study may provide insight into the results of previous studies in biological systems where mechanics and feedback control gains appear to co-vary. For example, our results support the experimental findings that increased stance width in humans and cats results in postural responses with the consistent CoM displacement but decreased muscle activity (Torres-Oviedo et al 2006 , Henry et al 2001 . The decreased muscle response was originally attributed to an increase in intrinsic stiffness of the musculoskeletal system. However, our results suggest that the decreased CoM displacement should occur at wider stance widths if the feedback control is constant. The prior experimental result may be explained by a decrease in neural feedback gains at wide stance widths without any need for changing the intrinsic muscle properties.
We acknowledge that directly relating these results to the results of animal and human studies must be done carefully. There are a number of differences that distinguish this system from physiological systems. Furthermore certain modeling assumptions were made in the design of this system including the use of gain magnitudes based on metric variables and the use of lumped torso mass. Since the system uses gains based on engineering terms, the gain magnitudes of the device will not correlate with physiological gains. However, our studies and physiological studies primarily examine the scaling of gains with physical parameters and responses. Therefore, gain changes of this robotic system may parallel gain changes in physiological systems. Also, this system has a single rigid body mass as a torso and hip. This configuration is in contrast with the human torso, which can flex and arc laterally. However, the rigid configuration is commonly used in models of a lateral standing posture (Full and Koditschek 1999 , Henry et al 1998 , Horak et al 2005 , Winter et al 2003 , although a flexible spine model has also been used (Rietdyk et al 1999) .
Even with these noted differences, this robotic system has a unique ability to address questions about biological control of posture and the interaction of control and mechanical stability. We demonstrated that the mechanical stability, neural feedback control and the interaction between these factors contribute to the overall postural stability in this biomimetic model of a standing posture. The analyses afforded by this device will allow us to more precisely quantify these important interactions. Ultimately, the knowledge gained in this and future studies will help prove useful as we make advances in rehabilitation, neural prosthetic design and robotics.
